
 

 

Times Table Rockstars! 

Times Tables practice is essential for speeding up your Maths! Just ten minutes a day could improve your times 
tables scores! 

 
PLEASE NOTE: White Rose Maths no longer has the worksheets next to its videos. We will upload all the 
worksheets on the blog an the websit on a Monday in one PDF so you can still complete them alongside the videos 
every day. The answers are also enclosed so you can self-check your work. 
White Rose Maths 
Year 5: This week’s help videos can be found by following 
this link: Access Summer Term Week 7 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/ 

White Rose Maths 
Year 6: This week’s help videos can be found by following 
this link: Access Summer Term Week 7 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ 

Monday: Decimals as fractions  
Using hundred squares to help understand how fractions and 
decimals relate to one another. Mixed number introduce the 
idea of a decimal being over 1. If you cannot print the sheet, 
just write how many you would colour in into your book! 

Monday: Find a rule (two step) 
There are two steps to get from one number to another – 
would it make a difference if the two steps were swapped 
around? Input a number into the two rules to then create the 
output.  

Tuesday: Understand thousandths 
Children now using 3 decimal places and the concept of 
thousandths. Make sure children understand the relationship 
between fractions and decimals visually. 

Tuesday: Form Expressions 
Use visual images initially to form expressions with algebra to 
show how the formulae are formed, which links back to 
yesterday’s work on finding a rule. 

Wednesday: Rounding decimals  
Using number lines at first to help rounding. If you are 
struggling, think about the method to round a whole number 
and apply this to a decimal. Make sure you remember those 
placeholders! 

Wednesday: Substitution 
Substituting algebraic letters with numbers to find the 
answers to equations. It begins with visual examples before 
moving to more abstract substitution. 

Thursday: Order and compare decimals 
This is a really important thing to be able to do moving to Y6. 
A major mistake is to think that the longer the number, the 
larger it is. If children are struggling get them to line the 
numbers one under the other with the decimals points in line 
with each other! 

Thursday: Simple one step equations 
Writing equations and then solving them to find what 
number the algebraic letter represents. Finding what the 
letter represents will only require one calculation to solve it, 
so decide which of the 4 operations you will need to use! 

Friday: Times Table Rockstars  Friday: Times Table Rockstars  
 

Want more Maths to do? 
 

Problem of the Day (blue problems are KS2)– really recommended to develop word problem skills. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/resources/classroom-resources/problems/page/8/  
 
Power Maths Summer Textbooks –  if want more practice at the topics covered weekly, have a look at this 
textbook and have an extra practice – we use some questions from these textbooks in class! 
Year 5 – https://preview.pearsonactivelearn.com/ebook.asp?id=MTAyODE5M3xib29rfHVuZGVmaW5lZHww  
Year 6 - https://preview.pearsonactivelearn.com/ebook.asp?id=MTAyODE5NHxib29rfHVuZGVmaW5lZHww  
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